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ABSTRACT

1

Autocomplete algorithms, by design, steer inquiry. When a user
provides a root input, such as a search query, these algorithms dynamically retrieve, curate, and present a list of related inputs, such
as search suggestions. Although ubiquitous in online platforms, a
lack of research addressing the ephemerality of their outputs and
the opacity of their functioning raises concerns of transparency
and accountability on where inquiry is steered. Here, we introduce recursive algorithm interrogation (RAI), a breadth-first search
method for auditing autocomplete by recursively submitting a root
query and its child suggestions to create a network of algorithmic
associations. We used RAI to conduct a longitudinal audit of autocomplete on Google and Bing using a focused set of root queries –
the names of 38 US governors who were up for reelection – during
the summer of 2018. Comparing across search engines, we found
a higher turnover rate among longer and lower ranked suggestions on both search engines, a higher prevalence of social media
websites in Google’s suggestions, a higher prevalence of words
classified as a swear or a negative emotion in Bing’s suggestions,
and periodic shocks that spanned across most of our root queries.
We open source our code for conducting RAI and discuss how it
could be applied to other platforms, topics, and settings.

When people seek out information beyond their social circles, they
are generally limited to one of two options. They can either seek it
out on their own, or seek out the assistance of a librarian – a specialist who manages bodies of information – and begin the complex,
exploratory, and iterative process of formulating, communicating,
and negotiating a query [3, 31, 48]. Historically, people would rely
on libraries for this type of assistance [7], but today, libraries have
been largely replaced by web indices, and librarians by algorithms.
To illustrate, recent surveys have found that 82.3% of American
adults use search engines one or more times a day [12], but only
48% of Americans over the age of 15 have visited a public library in
the last year [25].
Among the most widely used and trusted information-seeking
mediums of today are web search engines [4, 13, 15, 16, 19, 37, 49],
and particularly analogous to the process of query negotiation with
a librarian, is the interactive assistance that search engines offer
users as they input their queries [23, 35]. On Google and Bing, which
together account for 84.8% of all search engine traffic [36], this
assistance comes in the form of algorithmically generated search
suggestions. Much like how librarians save people time by guiding
them to the right sections of a library, Google estimates that its
suggestions reduce “typing by about 25 percent” and save “over 200
years of typing time per day” [18].
Given the immense amount of traffic that autocomplete algorithms receive [36], the influence that they have on the queries
that people view and click (through filtering and ranking) [24, 34],
and the inherent ephemerality of their output, it is crucial that we
develop methods for mapping not only the explicit suggestions that
they provide, but also the implicit associations underlying those suggestions [11, 27, 39, 52]. Such maps could potentially increase the
interpretability of their outputs, help platform moderators proactively identify the inappropriate associations that autocomplete has
a history of making, and enable researchers and the public to hold
them accountable for those associations [39].
In this paper we present methods for preserving, mapping, and
analyzing the autocomplete search suggestions that people are
exposed to while conducting web searches. To construct these maps,
we introduce recursive algorithm interrogation (RAI), a breadth first
search method for auditing autocomplete by recursively submitting
a root input and its child suggestions to recover their underlying
associations. The data resulting from this process can be modeled
as a weighted and directed tree-like network that we refer to as
suggestion networks; where nodes are suggested items, links are
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INTRODUCTION

algorithmic associations, and link weights are derived from each
suggestion’s ranking.
We conducted an exploratory experiment using RAI in which
we held web identity constant by submitting root queries from a
single server with a fixed location and user-agent. Using the names
of 38 US Governors as root queries, we initiated RAI on Google
and Bing’s autocomplete algorithms in parallel twice a day, at 9am
and 6pm, for approximately 10 weeks between June and August
2018. We then used a combination of descriptive statistics, NLP,
and information theoretic measures to compare the suggestion networks produced by each search engine. We found similarities in
the structural and linguistic bounds of their suggestion networks,
but substantial differences in their content and temporal dynamics.
For example, Google was twice as likely as Bing to suggest social
media (especially YouTube), and Bing was more likely to make a
suggestion that contained a word classified as a swear or a negative emotion. We also found a higher turnover rate among longer
and lower ranked suggestions, and periodic shocks that spanned
across most of our root queries and which could potentially indicate
algorithm updates.
Overall, our work makes the following contributions:

factors which might lead one to not see certain suggestions, including suggestions that (1) contain disparaging or sensitive terms,
(2) violate a policy regarding sex, hate, violence, and/or dangerous
speech, (3) are not novel enough, or (4) are not popular enough.
Given the ephemerality of their output and the opacity and lack
of regulatory oversight on how autocomplete works [27], the influence that these systems have over user inquiry raises concerns of
transparency and accountability. Among these are concerns about
the data that is used to train them, the stereotypes and biases that
they might implicitly or explicitly evoke, and the specific censorship
rules that govern them. Within this line of concern, and motivating
the root selection for our audit, Google has previously been criticized for it’s suggestions related to political actors. For example, in
mid-2016, people found that searches for “lying” returned “lying
ted” as a suggestion, in reference to Republican candidate Ted Cruz,
but “crooked” did not return “crooked hillary” as a suggestion, in
reference to Democratic candidate Hillary Clinton [29]. Similarly,
Google has come under international criticism and entered a wide
array of legal disputes related to their autocomplete algorithm generating a “combination of words that [are] capable of conveying a
deceitful or misleading message” [27].

• We introduced RAI, a generalizable method for mapping the
associations generated by autocomplete algorithms.
• We used RAI to conduct the first parallel and longitudinal
audit of Google and Bing’s autocomplete algorithms.
• Our results suggest that RAI could be an effective and valid
tool for expanding a set of root queries.
• We found patterns of periodic shocks that affected the suggestions produced for most root queries, potentially identifying algorithm updates.
• We open source our tools for conducting RAI and constructing association networks, with the hope that they will spur
further research in other topic areas.

Autocomplete Audits.
One principled method for outlining
patterns of algorithmic decision making is known as the algorithm
audit [45]. This framework involves feeding an algorithm a set
inputs while systematically varying who is asking, what they’re
asking, where they’re asking from, and when they’re asking. Examples of how this method has been applied include studies of political
bias, personalization, and localization on Google [20, 26, 28, 42],
racial and gender discrimination in the gig economy [14, 22], and
dynamic pricing on Amazon [8, 21, 33]. Prior audits of autocomplete, however, are relatively scarce, and include informal Search
Engine Optimization (SEO) blogs [46, 53], investigative computational journalism reports [10, 11], and a peer-reviewed article from
critical discourse researchers [1].
The SEO industry posts were focused on how to manipulate
Google’s autocomplete to make positive suggestions for a client’s
name rise in the ranks, and how to make negative suggestions
disappear [46, 53]. This research demonstrated that, in 2013, one
could directly influence search suggestions by creating a crowdsourcing task where participants were instructed to enter a specific
search query and click on the first result listed [46]. Furthermore, it
demonstrated that it took approximately one week for the changes
to take place, indicating significant lag in Google’s autocomplete
updates at the time.
The computational journalism reports provided a more rigorous
examination, and focused on the topics of censorship and defamation. In the first study, Diakopoulos focused on the suggestions
returned by Google and Bing for various sex and violence-related
words [11] – topics that Google explicitly states it excludes from
autocomplete [17]. He found that certain words were censored on
Google – returning no suggestions – while others were not, and
the differences were somewhat expected from Google’s autocomplete FAQ, but were also somewhat arbitrary depending on how
the query was formulated. In the defamation study, Diakopoulos
looked at whether entering the names of public figures and corporations on Google’s autocomplete produced suggestions that could be

The rest of the study is organized as follows. First, we
Outline.
examine documentation on and prior audits of autocomplete (§ 2).
Next, we introduce the components of RAI (§ 3), and describe the
results of our exploratory audit using RAI and US Governors names
as root inputs (§ 4). Finally, we discuss our limitations (§ 5) and
findings (§ 6).

2

BACKGROUND

In this section, we review official documentation for Google and
Bing’s autocomplete algorithms and the limited number of audits
conducted on them.
Autocomplete Documentation.
While both Google and Bing
offer some documentation for how their autocomplete algorithms
work, the data and decisions governing these algorithms are largely
opaque. The documentation for Google’s autocomplete system
states that their suggestions are based on factors including the
terms you type, the popularity and freshness of those terms, your
search and browsing histories, and trending topics in your area [17].
Documentation for Bing’s autocomplete functionality is less explicit, though it also appears to be based on the characters entered
and the popularity of terms [6]. Both search engines also provide

considered defamatory, finding that name disambiguation makes it
hard to tease apart the associations between such queries and their
suggestions [10].
In the critical discourse paper, Baker and Potts (2013) “interrogated” (inspiring the name of our method) Google in April 2011
by submitting a series of carefully crafted questions and documenting the outputs [1]. After selecting 12 identity groups (e.g.,
Black, Muslim, Gay), the authors mapped these groups into 2,690
question fragments by adding a wh- starting string (e.g., why do,
what do, where do) or an auxiliary fronting (e.g., should, are, do)
to each group. Overall, Baker and Potts found that their method
elicited questions that made relatively distinct associations about
each group, including physical characteristics for Jewish and Black
people, and negative stereotypes about Gay people. Although they
did not consider how the presence of these stereotypes in autocomplete might affect users, they noted that, at the time, no method
existed for users to flag inappropriate suggestions, a feature which
Google has since added.
Although illuminating, most of these studies were never peerreviewed or automated and scaled up, leaving open questions on
how to audit autocomplete. While other studies have also been
conducted on autocomplete, their primary focus was on user engagement and improving relevance, a different, more internally
focused type of audit [2, 24, 34]. To the best of our knowledge,
none of the studies conducted thus far on autocomplete have examined the structures and associations that emerge when collecting
suggestions recursively.

3

METHOD

In this section we describe the three components of RAI: selecting root inputs, conducting a breadth first search, and trimming
the resulting suggestion networks. In our application of RAI, we
explicitly did not study personalization or user generated queries.
Instead, we used a fixed set of root queries and held web identity
constant by submitting queries from a single server with a fixed
location in the Northeastern US. This approach enabled us to map
the autocomplete search suggestions for a fixed set of queries –
from the perspective of a fixed user with no history – and measure
their change over time. That is, our audit is not focused on human
behavior, but machine behavior: the algorithm is our subject [41].
Root Selection. To seed RAI, we used the names of 38 US governors (26 Republican, 7 Democratic, 2 Independent, and 1 DemocratFarmer-Labor) as our root queries. US Governors are popularly
elected officials who serve four-year terms as “chief executive officers of the fifty states and five commonwealths and territories” [38].
We selected these roots for two primary reasons. First, because
Google has previously been criticized for it’s suggestions related
to political actors [29]. Second, we used these root queries because
15 of the governors were up for reelection in 2018. These elections
were spread across six days during our data collection window:
2018-06-05 (5), 2018-06-12 (3), 2018-06-26 (3), 2018-08-02 (1), 201808-04 (1), and 2018-08-07 (2). These events, tied directly to the root
input, provided opportunities to measure the impact of external
shocks on Google and Bing’s autocomplete algorithms.

Breadth First Search.
To conduct a breadth first search on
Google and Bing we first identified two URLs that we could leverage
as APIs. We then designed a program to submit a single root query
to each search engine in parallel, add each root’s suggestions to its
respective queue, and then recursively repeat this process until the
queue was extinguished or until the process reached a maximum
depth – the number of steps from the root – that we set at 8 for this
study.1 For example, using the name of the Massachusetts governor,
“charlie baker,” as our root, Google returned a set of suggestions,
including “charlie baker email,” “charlie baker height,” “charlie baker
twitter,” “charlie baker salary,” and “charlie baker approval rating.”
We then recorded the rank, depth, and time of collection for each
of these, and then submitted each of them to Google, and so forth,
generating a tree-like directed network structure that we refer
to as suggestion networks, where the nodes are n-grams and the
links indicate which node suggested which. While building these
networks, we did not collect duplicate edges resulting from cycles.
If we observed a suggestion that we had already seen, we drew the
link but did not add the suggestion to the queue. If a given node
was linked to twice or more, we kept its depth and rank from the
first occurrence.
Suggestion Network Trimming.
Given that the goal of our
audit was to examine the autocomplete associations relevant to
the root queries we had selected, we explored our data for cases
where the suggestions obviously deviated from the root input. We
identified two cases that resulted in what we call emergent roots: a
suggestion that (a) is not relevant but somehow related to the original root query (e.g., “governor of california jerry brown biography”
→ “biography”), and (b) initiates a new and unrelated branching
process (e.g., Figure 1).
The first case of emergent roots involves a type of conceptual
network teleportation. For example, in a network built for the
root query “scott walker,” we found an edge from “scott walker
wisconsin recount” to “recount.” The query “recount” then began
spawning its own suggestion network, including morphological
and informational suggestions – such as, “recounting,” “recounted,”
and “recount definition” – that no longer had direct relevance to
the original root query (Figure 1).
The second case involves root disambiguation, and occurs when
there is a well-known person with the same name as, or a name
similar to, the root query. For example, for the roots “matt mead”
and “kate brown,” the autocomplete algorithms began suggesting
morphological variants, such as “matt meadows” or “matt meader”
and “kate abramson” or “kate brannan.” The breadth first search
would then continue on with these new names, each functioning
as its own emergent root, producing a large number of suggestions
unrelated to our root query.
Both of these cases were more prevalent on Bing, where the
output of RAI surged at depth 5 and onward due to emergent roots
(Figure 2).2 To trim our networks of these, and reduce the amount
of noise in the suggestion networks we were building, we used a
1 As

a practical matter, we limited the depth because of the amount of time that it took
to reach greater depths, and because submitting queries too quickly increased the risk
of being rate limited.
2 Note that the high variability at greater depths is due to a small number of networks
that produced nodes at those depths.
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Figure 1: An example of our trimming on a suggestion network for the root “scott walker.” The red edge leads from
“scott walker wisconsin recount” to “recount,” an emergent
root that we trimmed from our suggestion networks in order
to maintain their relevance to the root queries we selected.

Figure 2: Before trimming, the suggestion networks produced by Bing were substantially larger at greater depths.
However, after trimming the two cases of emergent roots we
identified, the suggestion networks provided by Google and
Bing were well aligned.

simple and conservative rule: trim any edges in which the target
node did not contain both the first and last name of the root query.
The result was largely a reduction in Bing’s suggestions networks
at depth 5 and onward, removing emergent roots, and leaving a
distribution that more closely matched Google’s (Figure 2).

ρ = −0.11∗∗∗ ; Bing ρ = −0.34∗∗∗ ).4 Conversely, the number of
merge points increased with depth for both search engines (Google
ρ = 0.52∗∗∗ ; Bing ρ = 0.43∗∗∗ ).

4

RESULTS

Here we examine the suggestion networks that we collected using
RAI and our root queries. More specifically, we describe and compare their structural and linguistic features, examine their change
over time, and explore a method for reducing them down to a web
of associated n-grams.

4.1

Structural Features

To characterize the structure of our suggestion networks, we calculated several canonical network science metrics. Out-degree (kout ),
the number of out-bound links from a given node, has a clear interpretation (i.e., the number of suggestions it produced). However,
in-degree (kin ) has a less straightforward meaning. Excluding the
roots, all nodes must have an in-degree of at least one (i.e., they must
have been suggested), so kin > 1 is the result of converging suggestions, meaning that a node is relevant to multiple queries. These
merge points could indicate a potentially important or ubiquitous
association.
Most networks had right-skewed in- and out-degree distributions (Figure 3), indicating that most of the queries we submitted
produced relatively few suggestions. This relationship varied by
search engine, with Google never producing more than ten suggestions (µ = 1.2, SD = 2.1), and Bing never producing more than
eight (µ = 1.1, SD = 1.9).3 Using a Spearman’s correlation, we
found that as depth increased, the number of suggestions decreased
for both search engines, but less so for Google than Bing (Google
3 This

maximum does not appear to be temporally stable – research conducted in 2017
found a maximum of only 4 suggestions for Google [43].

4.2

Linguistic Features

We explored the linguistic features of suggestions networks in three
respects: basic query characteristics, lexicon classifications, and the
mentions of social media.
Query Characteristics.
Considering all queries (i.e., all roots
and their child suggestions), the average query in our dataset consisted of 4.6 words (SD = 1.2), and this feature was not substantially
different across Google and Bing (Figure 4). This finding aligns
with prior work on real users in 2012, which found that the queries
conducted on Google and Bing were on average 4.3 words [9], suggesting that RAI may sample queries from a similar distribution.
However, our findings diverge from a 2010 report which indicated
that 54.5% of queries conducted on Google were greater than three
words [32]; 80.4% of the queries we conducted were greater than
three words. This difference is likely a result of our root queries
all being two words long, and the tendency for the autocomplete
algorithms of both search engines to add rather than remove words
when providing suggestions.
Indeed, in terms of the change from query (source node) to suggestion (target node), the difference in the number of words (target
- source) was somewhat normally distributed around one (Figure 4).
Overall, relative to their parent query, 87.7% of suggestions were
longer by one or more words, while 11.8% of suggestions had the
same number of words (e.g., “asa hutchinson bio” → “asa hutchinson biography”), and the remaining 0.5% of suggestions decreased
by one or two words (e.g., “nathan deal new laws” → “nathan deal
news”).
4 Throughout the rest of the paper use the standard significance notation for P values,
*** P < 0.001, ** P < 0.01, * P < 0.05
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Figure 3: Mean probability of a query producing kout suggestions (top) and being suggested kin times (bottom). The blue
and yellow vertical lines represent the maximum number of
suggestions that Google and Bing provided, respectively.
With respect to the interaction between the linguistic and structural features of suggestion networks, we found that longer queries
are not only more likely to appear at greater depths, but they are also
less likely to produce more suggestions. More specifically, query
length (the number of words in a query) was positively correlated
with depth (Google: ρ = 0.61∗∗∗ ; Bing: ρ = 0.69∗∗∗ ) and negatively
correlated with kout (Google ρ = −0.33∗∗∗ ; Bing ρ = −0.50∗∗∗ ).
To attach qualitative context to the
Lexicon Classifications.
suggestions that we collected, while maintaining the automated
nature of our method, we parsed our suggestions for n-grams that
matched with words in the Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count
lexicon (LIWC). LIWC is a widely used lexicon that was compiled
by social scientists for classifying the psychological meaning of
words [40, 47].
We observed several cases where suggestions were classified as
containing “swear” words. For example, Bing returned the suggestion “gun control idiot jerry brown signs bill” at depth four and
rank one for the root “jerry brown” (its immediate parent query
was “jerry brown gun control”). This suggestion was short-lived,
however, appearing at 9am and disappearing at 6pm on June 27,
2018. In contrast, the only Google suggestion that was classified
as “swear” was “gina raimondo freakonomics” for the root “gina
raimondo” at depth zero, rank nine. However, as people familiar
with the popular economics book Freakonomics will recognize, this
is clearly a misclassification by LIWC, and upon further investigation, we found that the suggestion likely resulted from Governor
Raimondo appearing on a podcast of the same name. While the
Jerry Brown examples demonstrate how suggestions can cast politicians in a negative light, the Gina Raimondo example stresses the
importance of examining suggestions in the context of real world
events.
While the cases for swear words are somewhat anecdotal,
search engines frequently suggested words with negative emotions (i.e., “negemo” for LIWC) to their users. For example, Bing
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Figure 4: Most suggestions contained four or more words
(top), and the majority of suggestions increased by one word
or more relative to the query that produced them (bottom).

produced the suggestions: “governor kate brown of oregon”→“kate
brown governor of oregon bad law”, “scott walker wisconsin
economy”→“wisconsin economy failing under scott walker”, and
“andrew cuomo bar exam”→[“andrew cuomo failing the bar exam
4 times”, “andrew cuomo failing the bar exam”]. However, suggestions classified as containing negative emotions typically only
survived for less than 10 days. In total, Google produced suggestions containing negative emotions for three (7.8%) root queries
and Bing for six (15.8%) root queries.
Social Media Suggestions.
Given the growing concerns about
how web search can funnel users towards social media (e.g.,
Google’s embedded Twitter and YouTube results [42]), we examined
the rate at which major social media platforms – specifically, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, LinkedIn, Reddit, and YouTube – were
suggested in autocomplete. Overall, we found that Google’s suggestions included references to social media twice as often (10.6%)
as Bing’s (4.6%). We also found differences by root, with Google
including a suggestion to Twitter for all 38 roots, while Bing only
did so for 32 roots. Suggestions mentioning Facebook were more
equal (Google: 25, Bing: 23). Conversely, Bing mentioned Instagram
for seven roots, while Google only did so for two. There were also
substantial differences among suggestions that mentioned YouTube,
where Google referenced it’s sister platform for 14 roots, while Bing
only mentioned YouTube for four roots.
There are several caveats here worth mentioning. Although we
trimmed suggestions that did not explicitly mention the root, there
are some disambiguation challenges that this did not resolve. For
example, while both Google and Bing linked Dan Malloy, the governor of Connecticut, to Instagram, these suggestions typically also
mentioned “surf” or “surfer.” We looked into this and found that
the 63 year old governor was not in fact an avid surfer, but there
is another Dan Malloy who is. Similarly, Bing provided a suggestion for California governor Jerry Brown that mentioned Facebook,
“jerry brown news3lv facebook,” but this was in reference to the
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Figure 5: As rank and distance from the root increases, the
suggestions of Google and Bing become less stable.

meteorologist Jerry Brown for News 3 Las Vegas. These findings
highlight the challenges in automated methods for name disambiguation, especially in autocomplete [10], and again emphasize
the need to consider context when evaluating suggestions.

4.3

Temporal Features

We explored the temporal change of suggestion networks in three
ways, first by quantifying the churn of nodes, second by examining
the survival rate of nodes, and third by calculating normalized
mutual information over time. We found that the greatest variability
among the suggestions produced by Google and Bing occurs among
the lowest ranked nodes, that most nodes have a relatively short life
lifespan, and some evidence that Google and Bing’s autocomplete
algorithms periodically shift in the suggestions they deliver. These
shifts might occur due to real life events directly or peripherally
involving the roots (e.g., their primary elections), but also might
occur when the algorithms are being updated.
Churn.
Given the impact of depth on suggestion networks’
structural and linguistic features, we calculated churn by examining
each root query’s suggestion network, and asking how often the
n-grams at each rank and depth changed between that network
and the one that we collected on the next crawl. More formally, let
S e,r ,d (t, q) represent the set of suggestions at time t ∈ T for root
query q ∈ Q from search engine e at rank r ∈ R and depth d ∈ D.
Churn c e,r ,d (t, q) is defined as the Jaccard Index between time t
and t + 1, i.e.,
c e,r ,d (t, q) = 1 −

|S e,r ,d (t + 1, q) ∩ S e ,r ,d (t, q)|
.
|S e,r ,d (t + 1, q) ∪ S e ,r ,d (t, q)|

(1)

Then, we aggregate c e,r ,d (t, q) over time t and root query q to get
average churn c e,r ,d from search engine e at each rank r and depth
d, i.e.,
1 1 ÕÕ
c e,r ,d =
c e,r ,d (t, q).
(2)
|Q | |T |
q ∈Q t ∈T

We found that the churn for Google and Bing followed a similar
pattern: turnover was higher for lower ranked suggestions and
suggestions that appeared at greater depths (Figure 5). We also examined correlations between churn and depth (Google: ρ = 0.43∗∗∗ ;
Bing: ρ = 0.54∗∗∗ ), churn and rank (Google: ρ = 0.10∗∗∗ ; Bing:

Figure 6: Most queries only appeared for a handful of days,
indicating a generally high turnover rate among the suggestions made by search engines, as characterized by our
method.

ρ = 0.20∗∗∗ ), and churn and query length (Google: ρ = 0.29∗∗∗ ;
Bing: ρ = 0.48∗∗∗ ). While these correlations point towards the
importance of depth and query length, it is also important to consider them in light of our findings from § 4.1, where we found that
query length was positively correlated with depth (longer queries
at greater depths) and out-degree was negatively correlated with
depth (fewer suggestions at greater depths).
Taking the relationships between query length, depth, and churn
into account, we examined the relationship between churn and
rank at each depth and found the greatest correlation at depth
zero (Google: ρ = 0.39∗∗∗ ; Bing: ρ = 0.47∗∗∗ ). Together, these
findings indicate that (1) longer queries are more volatile over
time, and (2) highly ranked suggestions tend to be more stable
over time. The latter suggests a potential cumulative advantage
for the associations that make it into highly ranked positions, in
terms of user attention, because of the rank-biased way that users
examine suggestions [24, 34]. This stability may also help to prevent
attempts to game or manipulate the rankings, but our results are
descriptive and we can only speculate on this matter.
Survival Rates. To examine the survival rate of suggestions, we
tracked the number of days that each unique suggestion persisted
across our data collection window. Using this count, we found that
the majority (Google: 70%; Bing: 54.6%) of suggestions appeared
for ten days or less (Figure 6), while less than 1% of suggestions
(Google: 0.2%; Bing: 0.1%) appeared for the entire duration of our
crawl. Given our previous findings related to query length, we also
examined the relationship between query length and survival rate,
but found no significant differences. We also examined the differences between the two search engines with respect to the LIWC
classifications by ranking each LIWC category according to its mean
survival rate. We found that these rankings were not correlated
(ρ = 0.17, P = 0.16), indicating that the search engines’ autocomplete algorithms deviate in the types of associations that they make
for US politicians, according to LIWC classifications. These results
indicate that for the suggestions that do churn, their life span is
relatively short, potentially due to the presence of trending topics
(or “freshness”) as indicated in the autocomplete documentation.
External Shocks.
To explore how suggestions might react to
real world events, we examined the rate of change for each root’s
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suggestion network over time using normalized mutual information
(NMI), a measure commonly used when comparing the overlap
between two information sets [54]. At a high level, NMI measures
the difference between two distributions and returns a value that
scales from 0 to 1, where 0 means the distributions were completely
different, and 1 means that they were the same. Here we explicitly
ignore the ranking and depth of suggestions, as our primary interest
is measuring any type of change in the information being retrieved
for a given root query. While our analysis here was exploratory, our
expectation was that external events would provide some sort of
shock to the system, perhaps due to an increase in search volume.
We calculated NMI by first extracting all of the words present
in each suggestion network at each time step. We excluded the
root queries during this tokenization process to prevent them from
inflating similarity. Then, for each root, we moved across each
time step in our data collection window and measured the NMI
for that root query between time t and time t + 1. More formally,
following the notation we used for churn (Equation 1) and using
H (A) to denote the entropy of A, and I (A; B) to denote the mutual
information between A and B, we calculated NMI as:
2 × I (S e,r ,d (t, q); S e,r ,d (t + 1, q))
N MIe,r ,d (t, q) =
(3)
[H (S e,r ,d (t, q)) + H (S e,r ,d (t + 1, q))]
We then plotted this relationship over time, marking the gubernatorial primary dates of the 15 governors who had a primary during
our data collection period (Figure 7). While we did not find a clear
decrease in NMI among the roots during their respective elections

(which would have indicated a surge of novel suggestions) it did
reveal relatively periodic shocks that appear to affect all roots, especially for Google. While both Google and Bing showed variations on
these root-wide surges in NMI, the timings did not align well across
the search engines, suggesting that some of these changes may be
due to internal factors that affect each search engine differently;
such as an algorithm update being pushed. These surges could also
be tied to fluctuations in search activity more broadly, and different
search engines have different users with different needs and habits.

4.4

Association Networks

To explore the underlying associations being made for politicians’
names by Google and Bing, we first reduced each suggestion down
to the new information that it contained relative to its root. That
is, if the query “asa hutchinson” produced the suggestion “asa
hutchinson biography,” we reduced that suggestion to “biography.”
We executed this reduction with memory, so if at the next depth,
“asa hutchinson biography” (now just “biography”) linked to “asa
hutchinson bio,” the resulting edge was from “biography” to “bio.”
In effect, this procedure reduced the redundant information and enabled us to look at what we refer to as n-gram association networks.
After completing this process, we aggregated all of the resulting
association networks into a single network for each search engine
(Figure 8). The resulting networks reflect all of the associations
made across our data collection window, giving us a new way of
examining the associations that persist across all politicians, and
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Figure 9: The in- and out-degree distributions for the aggregated association networks produced by both search engines
were heavy tailed and fairly similar.

how these associations differ by search engine. Structurally, using
the same standard network metrics as before (in- and out-degree),
we found that Google and Bing both had similar heavy-tailed degree
distributions (Figure 9). This structural similarity is related to the
maximum number of suggestions that Bing and Google provided
at the time of our audit, and is also likely limited by our trimming
method.
Examining these associations networks more closely, we found
moderate correlations between the n-gram associations produced
by Google and Bing. More specifically, we used the in- and outdegree to rank all of the n-grams we observed, and found that both
were moderately correlated (in-degree: ρ = 0.49∗∗∗ ; out-degree:
ρ = 0.38∗∗∗ ). This means that there were significant differences
in the associations being made for politicians by Google and Bing.
The top-10 n-grams with the highest in-degree for Google were,
rank-ordered: [‘governor’, ’email’, ‘twitter’, ‘gov’, ‘address’, ‘net
worth’, ‘wife’, ‘rating approval’, ‘contact’, ‘facebook’]. The same for
Bing were: [‘governor’, ‘gov’, ‘of’, ‘gov.’, ‘address’, ‘email’, ‘contact’,
‘twitter’, ‘for’, ‘bio’].

LIMITATIONS

Here we discuss the limitations of our approach, including disambiguation and context issues, the fixed and artificial nature of our
queries, and the absence of user behavior and personalization.
Disambiguation. As noted in prior work, disambiguation is a
problem inherent to audits of human names in autocomplete [10].
While our method for trimming suggestions (§ 3) proved to be a
useful method for removing irrelevant queries generated by morphologically similar names, it did not solve the disambiguation
problem, as we saw in our results on the presence of social media
websites. However, the number of cases where this occurred was
minimal, and it likely did not have an impact on our main findings.
Although one could add an n-gram to their root queries to help
disambiguate the search intent, this could further distance the root
from a real user query, and further limit the number and breadth of
suggestions returned. Future research should examine additional
disambiguation techniques to trim suggestion networks.
Context. While we attempted to study autocomplete in isolation
– by holding location, user, and queries constant – autocomplete
is inherently tied to the social world. Suggestions occur, in part,
because people are searching for them, and people search for things
for myriad reasons. For example, suggestions might contain phrases
that are ironic or satirical, but without context, could be classified
and interpreted as negative. One potential way to capture this context is to expand our method to capture the search results returned
for each suggestion, though without cooperation from a search
engine, the amount of crawling required to collect this additional
data is not feasible. On the other hand, it is likely that these mischaracterizations would wash out with a large enough sample.
Query Selection. Providing Google or Bing with a root input other
than a name produces different types of suggestions, and adding
characters to the end of the names we submitted (e.g., name + “a”)
also produces a different set of suggestions than those generated
by submitting the names alone, but there is typically overlap (e.g.,

name + “age” often appears in both). However, as a practical matter,
appending each letter of the English alphabet to the end of a set of
root queries would expand the amount of data collected exponentially. More importantly, data collection on that scale would likely
not be allowed by Google and Bing, as it would require a constant,
high-speed stream in order to complete RAI for all root + alphabet
combinations in a reasonable time window.
Similarly, we did not collect suggestions in the setting that they
are typically encountered: as the user types. When typing a query
into Google or Bing, each new character entered results in a flash of
suggestions based on the characters entered up to that point. The
structures that we collected are a coarse grain version of what information scientists refer to as tries; a tree of possible suggestions that
is updated as each new character is inputted. Again, as a practical
matter, collecting a trie for each root query is not feasible without
unfettered access to a search engine’s autocomplete. Despite this
limitation, prior work has shown that 53% of user engagement with
autocomplete occurs after the user has typed the last character of a
word [34], which is essentially what we simulated with RAI.
Personalization. We reemphasize that our study was aimed at
studying the behavior of Google and Bing’s autocomplete algorithms under fixed conditions that eliminated user-based personalization and held localization constant. This approach made the
suggestions we collected comparable across search engines, root
queries, and time, but does not address the heterogeneity of real user
behavior. That is, users have widely different search strategies [44],
and in practice, these strategies would systematically affect the
way that they formulate queries and therefore the suggestions
that they are exposed to. One could incorporate real user queries
– through a browser extension, for example – and measure differences across query categories, but then time and location would
become confounding variables. Localization, on the other hand,
could be incorporated into our study by submitting root queries
from geographically dispersed servers. Prior work has shown that
real user queries systematically vary by location, and this variance
is correlated with demographic variables, suggesting that it could
be used as a proxy to understand personalization [5, 51].

6

DISCUSSION

In this paper, we introduced RAI, a method for preserving and
mapping an algorithm’s associations around a given root input.
Using the names of 38 US governors who were up for re-election
in 2018 as root inputs, we applied RAI to conduct an exploratory
and non-personalized audit of Google and Bing’s autocomplete
algorithm in parallel over the course of two months. Our results
demonstrate consistency in the structural and linguistic bounds of
the two search engines’ autocomplete algorithms, and shed light
on differences in their content and temporal dynamics.
We found that Google and Bing’s suggestions generally have a
high degree of churn that is mediated by (1) the rank of the suggestions, with highly ranked positions being more stable than lower
ranked positions, and (2) the length of the query being submitted,
with shorter queries producing suggestions that were more stable
than suggestions produced by longer queries. (Figure 5 and Figure 6).
Given the attention biases in how users interact with autocomplete
(e.g., order effects) [24, 34], this stability at high ranks may limit

exposure to volatile suggestions while not entirely excluding them.
That is, highly ranked suggestions may be limited to stable trends
around a given query, while lower ranked positions offer a more
exploratory view of fleeting trends or breaking news. Limiting user
exposure to volatile suggestions in this way may provide useful friction for combating inaccurate, offensive, or misleading information,
and future research should explore this.
Our findings on the enhanced presence of social media in
Google’s suggestions, especially YouTube, has implications that
could be seen as concerning. For example, YouTube is owned by
the same parent company as Google, and regulators have previously levied record-breaking fines on Google for favoring its own
products and services. Similarly, YouTube has recently come under
heavy criticism for politically radicalizing its viewers [50], and in
light of that, steering users who are searching politicians’ names
towards the video platform does not seem ideal. Future research
should examine this link more in-depth, perhaps by examining the
search results returned for queries that mention YouTube.
The periodic temporal dynamics that we picked up on may identify algorithm updates. These show up in Figure 7, where we observed approximately weekly shocks across roots, especially for
Google. This finding ties in to prior work, which found that Google’s
suggestions took about a week to update [46]. These periods of accelerated turnover could be a particularly important time to conduct
a more in-depth and qualitative analysis in future research.
The association networks that we derived from our data could
potentially be used to assist human moderators by providing them
with a macro view of the associations that an algorithm is making.
Such a perspective could potentially reduce their viewing burden
and enable them to more readily spot policy violations. Future
research should examine methods for improving the filtering and
visualization of these networks.
We hope our results and tools will provide a foundation for future research mapping information pathways on other platforms.
For example, RAI could be applied to map YouTube recommendations, similar to the AlgoTransparency project [30]. Scholars who
research fairness, accountability, transparency, and ethics in algorithms may wish to apply our method to study the associations
that Google and Bing make with respect to gender, race, or other
groups [39]. For example, do the suggestions for female or male
names systematically differ? Although using more question-like
root queries – as Baker and Potts did [1] – is an appealing idea, we
explored a few such examples (e.g., "why do <group>"), and found
that they often returned zero suggestions on Google and Bing, suggesting that they are already being intentionally blocked. In hopes
of spurring such research, we make our tools freely available at
https://github.com/gitronald/suggests.
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